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Serving the CSUSB campus for 39 years

Early voting Palm Desert's new health-science?l .
Kristy Evans .
Staff Writer
Studying at CSUSB is an
important activity. But, serving as
an active member in society is
something else.
This week, CSUSB, in conjunction with the· San Bernardino
County Registrar of Voters, will
host an early voting program on
behalf of the county in an effort to
increase voter turnout for the June
6
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The Early Voter Pilot Program
(EVPP) will be held on campus in
the lobby of the Santos Manuel
Student Union May 22-25.
The early voting program
reflects a new trend in voting convenience and technology aside
from absentee voting.
According to a CSUSB public
affairs press rele~e regarding the
EVPP,. early voting is different
from absentee voting for many
reasons.
Early voting utilizes the same
voting technologies used in regular elections, whereas absentee
voting, although done early, is
done strictly through the mail.
So, for those voters who like
to actively partake in the voting
process, the EVPP provides a similar arena for voting that will be
seen at polling places on June 6.
The Early Voter Pilot Program
at CSUSB offers new voting
machines that feature touchscreens with paper printers
attached.
These machines have recently
become

available

to

San

~Ma

Krlsty Evans/Chronicle
A sample ballot for the June 6
Primary Election.

ino and Riverside coudtics
and are being used at polling
places within both counties.
According to an article written
by Gregor McGavin in the Press
Continued on Pg 2.

Jaymes Merritt
Staff Writer
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Thanks to preliminary drawRECEIVED
ings by HMC Architects of
CALIFORNIA STATE NIVERSITY •
San Bitnardino
Ontario, officials at Cal State San
Bernardino's Palm Desert campus
finally have an idea of what their·
MAY 2 2 2006
new health sciences building may
look like. One standout feature
would be the proposed 75-foot-tall
·
clock tower.
"Every college campus has a
distinctive feature, and that feature
is typically a clock tower," said
Dean of the Palm Desert campus
Fred Jandt.
Jandt also said that telecommunications ~.;ompany Nextel
would either build the clock tower
itself or provide funding for the
construction and then place transmission equipment in it.
vrnla Stete Unlv•f'•tty. 8an
PtJ.Irn Deaert C•mpu•
•
According to the initial drawings, the building will be a Vshaped wedge on the -corner of
Cook Street and Frank Sinatra
Drive.
Courtesy of Public Affair~
It will be nearly 24,000 square A drawing of the soon to be built Health and Sciences building at the Palm Desert Campus.
feet and have two wings: one with
health oow~~n in the Coachella the university raises $1 million in
biology and chemistry labs and million in grants.
matching funds from the three
classrooms, the other devoted to !l
"Th\s is ~ great boost to our Valley."
The Desert Healthcare District acute-care hospitals operating in
building program at the Palm
nursing school.
Funding for the new building Desert campus," said CSUSB is also offering another $1 million the Coachella Valley.
Desert Regional Medical
to the university as a challenge
has come from a variety • of President Dr. Albert K: Karnig.
Center
(Palm
Springs),
"The Desert Healthcare grant.
sources, including the Desert
This amount will be given to Eisenhower Medical Center
Healthcare District in the District has demonstrated generCoachella Valley who has given $2 ous and consistent support for the Palm Desert Campus only if Continued on Pg 2.

M DESERT HEALTH SCIENCES FACILITY
Oern~trdlno

Prize of diploma Complete program
Jacob Stark
Staff Writer
California high school students have been protesting the
high school exit exam.
The exit examination is a
standard test all high school students would have to pass in order
to earn a high school diploma.
A group of students won an
injunction in their suit against the
state on the May 12.
The group claimed that tht
exam is unfair to those still trying
to master English and low-income
students attending under funded
schools, according to www.stateline.org.
Superior Court Judge Robert
~· Freedman issued the injunction

that effectively orders districts to
offer diplomas to students in the
class of 2006 who did not pass the
California High School · Exit
Examination (CAHSEE).
According to Freedman, he
found merit in the plainti~(argument that the exlpll 11!; unfair
because not all Calif<]ffiia public
school students have access to the
same quality of education.
"What all this is about is equal
education," said Arturo Gonzalez,
the lawyer for the students, to
www.constitutioncenter.org.
"Until you have that you can't
deprive students like these of the
prize of education, the diploma."
The CAHSEE offers test
Continued on Pg 2.

Daniel McKay
Staff Writer
The Inland Empire Job Corps
Center is available to the community of San Bernardino and provides both academic and vocational training to young adults.
.
Center training programs provide more individualized instruction than more traditional educational settings and allow trainees
the opportunity to complete their
high school diploma or GED, as
stated
on
their
website
www.iejcc.org.
"Job Corps is a good program
to those who apply 'themselves,"
said Terry Wallace, employee for
the San Bernardino location. "I
have seen many students come in
and focus on the program and really benefit."
Wallace said the facility currently occupies approximately 235
residential students and about 75
non-residential students. She said
non-residential
students are
offered shuttle vans for support to
attend and must be on campus by 8
a.m. for proper attendance.

'
The website said the vocational training programs included
Business Clerical, Carpentry,
Electrical Wiring, Food Service,
Landscaping, Nursing Assistant,
Pharmacy Technician, Plumbing,
Surveying, Tile . Setting, and
Welding.
Disadvantaged youth between
18 and 24-years-old are able to
att~nd. If the students prefer to
live off campus they must live
within 20 to 25 miles of the facility, according to Wallace. She also
said the company is government
funded and only low-income student~ may apply.
"Job Corps is really important
be~ause it helps students in the
area to enter the workforce in San
Bernardino," said Aban Gomez,
Business Community Liaison. "It
helps them to go out and become
productive members in society."
Gomez said that the company
started 41 years ago and the San
Bernardino location has been running for 28 years. He said the
facility lies on 17.5 acres and that
co-ed dorms are available.
Continued on Pg 2.

Courtesy of www.iejcc.orgJob Corps helps hundreds of students who wouldn't be able to •• : . , •
get an education to achieve their GED's or diplomas.
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WalkCtthon for the option house inc?. ·
Ashley Jones
Krystle Kleitz
Staff Writers

Stephanie Lessmueller/Guest Photographer
Amanda Lessmueller, a 17 yearold local high schooler that was
one of many to complete the High School Exit Exam.

'.

Bruises and scars may only be
skin deep and temporary, but the
emotional and psychological damage caused by spousal abuse can
be far more detrimental to the
emotional and psychological well
being of the abused.

' "Spousal abuse is a tragedy had experienced violence at some
that occurs to nearly one in every point in their marriage, and 16 perthree adult women at least once in cent had experienced violence
their lifetime, and is experienced , within the past year.
Many of these victims have
by an average of four million
American women annually," states been so intimidated, dehumanized
a library study done on spousal and isolated from help .that they
believe they have no options and
abuse.
Straus reported that out of a no one to go to for immediate
nationally representative sample of assistance.
These individuals may contin2,143 couples in 1975, 28 percent

I

.
•, '
ue to stay in their hazardous rela; !:. ·
tionships, believing that it is th~U: ', ::'
.
on1y chmce.
• •.. • ' ; •
It is for this reason tha ~ ~
CSUSB and Option House IQ.e;
hosted its third annual Walk-A~; '
Thon to end domestic violenc
•. •
against families.
CSUSB's Sociology Club, : ·: '
Wom~n's Resource Center
Contin11ed Pg. 2
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voting process.
The early voter program promises to make voting easier for voters who cannot get to the polls on
June 6, and for students and faculty it will offer even more convenience as students
can attend school
,
and vote all in the same place.
During the early voter program,
students and visitors will be permitted to park free on campus in
parking lot D.
Voting hours on campus for the
EVPP are as follows: Monday,
May 22, and Thursday, May 25,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Tuesday,
May 23, and Wednesday, May 24,
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

erterprise, the new voting
';uichines allow voters to review
tli~ir candidate choices on a paper
'vftntout displayed behind glass
pefore electronically casting their
~tlot. The new voting machines
· ~~ have been described by The
, ~ Bernardino County Registrar
tl:Voters as a more convenient and
'~~~urate way for people to cast
·tl\eir ballots.
::: At the elections, a supervisor
·Wm the San Bernardino County
·~istrar of Voters will be on hand
f~ j)versee election operations.
'::: The EVPP will also be staffed
·~nh paid student poll workers
~Ii~ will be on hand to assist in the

...

outstanding court fmes is acceptable.
Wallace, ,who was a resident
advisor for 12 years, said that
honor dorm~ are available to benefit students with more privileges.
She said regular dorm students
have roll call in the lobby every
night and curfew is at 9:45 p.m.,
but honor dorm students may have
roll call in their bedrooms.
According to Wallace, the
benefits also allow them to have
two roommates instead of four and
they are allowed to re-arrange their
furniture to their liking.
"Job Corps has been one of
the few federal programs that bas
survived in the system." Gomez

Wallace said students must first go
through an orientation session;
sessions are available every
Tuesday.
The students begin by signing
in and a presentation about what
Job Corps is given. They then get a
tour of the dorms and fill out an
application to apply, as indicated
by Wallace.
"Our campus bas a zero tolerance on the use of drugs," Wallace
said. "A drug test is adniinistered
at place of job care."
She also said student on probation or parole will not be accepted, but informal probation where
students are not assigned to a probation officer and they have no

Coutesy of www.jobcorps.com

The.Inland Empire Job Corps Center is adminstered by the
Management and Training Corporation (MTC}.
said.
For more information Bernardino, CA 92405 or call them
visit the San Bernardino Job Corps at (909) 887-6305, or toll free at
Center at 3173 Kerry Street San (800) 733-JOBS.

?vntinued:
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helping hand

~ltRe-entryCenterteamedup

TheparticipantsoftheWalkA-Thon met Saturday May 20,
2006 at the County Courthouse
parking lot on Arrowhead and 5th
street in San Bernardino to participate in the six-mile walk, which
began at 8:30a.m. '
The walk ended at the CSUSB
campus where the participants
gathered for an awareness rally,
refreshments and drawings.
Dr. Marcia Marx, another
CSUSB Sociology professor and
advisor of the Sociology club, also
played a key role in promoting the
Walk-A-Thon event: She discussed the realism and significance in the issue of domestic vioJence.
Marx said, "Domestic violence affects a number of people in
our community, making it apart of
everyday life. I'm proud to be a
part of this event. It's important
because it brings awareness of !Pe
cause."
All of the money raised by the
event will be utilized by Option
House, a non- profit organization,
to pay for the shelters' basic necessities and potential improvements
to the house it self, which will provide the resident women and children with a ~eating environment.
Option House depends mostly
on grants and donations for its primary funds.
For more information on how
the cause can be assisted, contact
Option House Inc. at (909) 8844802.

~ipl the widely known organiza-

.1¥ Option House to support

fa~ilies who are victims of
Mnestic violence.
::: Tb~ many attendees vary from
faQlilies, men, women, and a multltQde of students and professors
fP<tm CSUSB.
::; This year's walk is expected to
'tlfaw quite a crowd, as planners
·&~cipate several hundred partici~

.

'

~ts.

! :: The principal advocate of this
·~~&nt is Velda Griffin, executive
ai 4!ctor of Option House.
::: Griffin said that she bas
~ed it takes a lot of work to put
event together.
::: Griffin said, "The diligence of
t:tSUSB and other participating
parties really play a significant
'2Le for the reason that more partitipants are joining, and family
'\10tence is becoming visible in the

:Die

£~munity."

·::. Another prominent supporter
.ef·this event is Dr. Mary Texeira,
·pr~fessor of Sociology at CSUSB
:aM executive board member of
· ~on House. Texeira has served
:on the board for 10 years.
Texeira expressed the impor.tance of reaching o~t to members
:or the community when she said,
:"People are haunted by the pain of
:growing up. You never know when
.you are looking at a victim of
:household abuse. - I feel it's my
·responsibility
to get involved
and
.
I
help. Life. is more meaningful
·when we can impact others." '

../
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The Coyote chronicle is published every Friday for distribution on Monday
the academic session by the Deparlmeut of Communicati<m Studies,
California State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in the Chronicle are 1hose oftbe studeDt writers and
~tors and do not reflect the views of the university, its administralion, facul~ or any other person or institution unless expressly noted
: 1he appearance ofany advertisement in the a.ooiclC does not tqxesent the
t)nooicle views.
::The Olronicle reserves the right to edit all editorials submitted to the paper.

ing to the National Constitution
Center website. The CAHSEE
was originally intended to become
a requirement for graduation for
the class of 2004, but was pushed
back· due to an excessively high
failure rate.
Stateline.org showed a study
that projected that about 20 percent
of graduating seniors in 2004
would have been denied diplomas
if the CAHSEE had been in effect.
Similarly, some studies have
predicted that over 100,000 students were expected to fail the
CAHSEE in 2006.
Because a high percentage of
students fail the CAHSEE on their
first attempt, those who - do not
pass any of the three parts are
given five opportunities to retake
the test.
About 90 percent of high
school seniors ultimately pass the
test, according to the Center on
Education Policy (CEP).
Pass rates, however, decrease

variations that allow more flexibility to those learning English, such
as extra time to complete the
examination, test directions given
in their primary language or the
use of a translation glossary,
according
the
California
Department of Education.
O'Connell,
the
Jack .
of
Public
Superintendent
Instruction • for the C~lifornia
Department of Education, proposed the California High School
Exit Examination in 1999.
The purpose of the CAHSEE
is to improve student achievement
in high school and to help en'sure
that students who graduate from
high scho~l can demonstrate grade
level competency in reading, writing and math, according to the
California
Department
of
Education's website.
The class of 2006 would have
been the first class since 1999 to
not receive diplomas if they did
not pass the examination, accord-

drastically for black, Hispanic,
low-income. non-English speaking, and diSttbled students who
score 39'to 40 percent below Asian
and white students, according to
the State Line website.
"I intend to do everything in
my power to ensure that at the end
ofthe legal day the integrity of the
exit exam is maintained," said Jack
O'Connell in a letter to the County
and District Superintendents.
"Immediately upon receiving
this decision [the judge's injunction], I directed our attorneys to
appeal this ruling and to seek a
stay of the judge's orders."
In order to pass the CAHSEE,
a scale score of 350 or higher is
required on each of the three sec-

not Jet them pass, especially if they
are given so many chances to pass
the
test,"
said
Amanda
Lessmueller, a senior at a local
high school.
"If they are protesting the
exam that means they can't pass
the test, but the tests are important
because they are setting a standard
for high school students."
Lessmueller said.
"It's for their benefit, because
our state is looking out for the students.
Without having basic
knowledge of subjects like math
and English how are you supposed
to get a job, and support yourself,
and your family," she said.
For more information on the
CAHSEE· visit ·.the California

tions and a copy of the exam is

Department of Fducation website

placed in the student's permanent
record, according to the California
Department of Education.
"Our education system in
California is no bueno, but if the
kids here can't pass it then let's just

at www.cde.ca.gov. For more
information on facts obtained from
the National Constitution Center
or Stateline visit www.constitutioncenter. org, or www.stateline.org respectively.

---------------------------;::========================~

Continued:

Palm Desert addition
advance $4.5 million to the
(Rancho Mirage) and John F.
Kennedy Memorial Hospital Foundation for- California State
(Indio), and/or donations through University, San Bernardino. The
their affiliated foundations are the Agency's proposal was reviewed
targeted donators. The $1 million and accepted by the · CSU
on
Institutional
must be raised by August 31 in Committee
on
May
16.
Advancement
order to receive the matching
This
significant
amount
would
funds.
"We're very pleased with the finance a good part of the estimatDesert Healthcare District's gener- ed $12.8 million construction cost
ous support for the fmal phase of for the third building on the Palm
our campus's current construc- Desert campus, which would simply be named the "Palm Desert
tion," said Jandt.
Sciences
Building."
"This brings us very close to ,Health
our goal, which will soon allow us Groundbreaking bas been tentatively scheduled for the end of the
to proceed with the building."
Another major contributor to · year, with a projected completion
the project is the city of Palm date of December 2007.
The first permanent building
Desert. On October 27, 2005, the
on
the
site, the Mary Stuart Rogers
Palm Desert · Redevelopment
Gateway
Building, was completed
Agency held a public bearing and
approved Resolution 05-91 to in 2001.

Courtesy of Public Affairs
The new health-science building at Palm Desert will add to the
other projects that have been constructed on the campus.
The second building, the the Palm Desert campus for close
Indian
Wells
Center
for to a decade. Indian Wells, Indio,
Educational Excellence, was com- Rancho Mir~ge, and La Quinta
have also contributed considerable
pleted in 2004.
The new building has been a sums toward construction, as has
central part of CSUSB's plans for River~ide County.

Lessening traffic
San Bernardino County is hiring:
Probation Officers
Probation Corrections Officers
Contact: recruiter@prob.sbcounty.gov
# 909/387-6173

w.ww.sbcounty.govlprobation

University Computer Repair
I

during

•

.

Challengtng baste htgh school education

SIJffWritm
Jessica Acheson,Vanessa Cruz, Kristy Evans, Amber Garlington,
Pablo Garcia,Justin Hi~on, Jesus IP,Iate, Shea Jo}mson, Ashley A.
Jones, Jennifer Kent, ·Krystle Kleitz, Jaen-Paul LaBrada, Lorena
Macias, Yesenia Martinez, Daniel McKay, Fortuna Mebari, Jaymes
Merritt, Robert Mogensen, Michelle Organo, Jason Palmer, ~att
Phelps, Malikah Riley, Jacob Stark, Elizabeth Tomzik

•

.,..

~

Complete Computer
Troubleshooting & Repair

Software &Hardware Installation
and more

In-home/business service calls
Reasonable prices

Daniel McKay
Staff Writer !
Steer clear of bumper-tobumper traffic on University
Parkway and merge to the new
road open to CSUSB students to
get to campus.
According to news.csusb.edu,
a new public roadway providing
an alternate access route to and
from CSUSB is now open.
It is located at the western
side of the campus, beginning at
Kendall Avenue and extends to
Nortbpark Boulevard.
"This important roadway will
provide a highly needed second
vehicular artery into the camp11s
and help alleviate the traffic congestion on University Parkway,"
said David DeMauro, CSUSB vice
president for administration and

finance, as stated by the website.
"The traffic approaching from
the north can easily use this beautiful four-lane road from Kendall
Avenue and totally avoid the traffic on University Parkway,"
DeMauro said.
The street is part of the new
housing tract along Northpark that
is being developed by Watson and
Associates. A new traffic signal
has been installed at the intersection of Kendall and Campus.
Eventually, Campus Parkway
will circle around the north of the
campus toward the base of Badger
Hill and additional entry points
will also be built to provide acce$~
to the campus.
For more information, cont:aet
the uni¥ersity's public affairs
office at (909) 537-5007 or viSit
news.csusb.edu.
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Thursday, May 25
6:30pm to 8:00pm
James Bldg. Room 181
CBU Riverside
is conveniently located at
8432 Magnolia Avenue in Riverside
between Adams and Monroe.

For detailed directions,

visit www.calbaptist.edu/maps
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Courtesy of clip art.

The Women's Resource

Cen~er

provides a supportive place for all.

.

them actualize their fullest potential. The WRC is committed to
addressing sexism and discrimination in all its forms in order to create a more just environment for
all."
Janet Honn-Alex, coordinator
of the WRC, Adult Re-Entry
Center ~d the Pride Center, said,
"The center is open to everyone,
men and women... we try to do
programs that will appeal to a wide
range of people."
Upon the many events that the
WRC puts on are Movie Nights,
Health
Talks,
the
annual
Clothesline Project, Take Back the
Night, and Women's Self Defense
Training sessions.
One of the ways the WRC fulfill their statement ·is throu~h one

-Vanessa Cruz
Staff Writer
I

•

, The
Women's
Resource
'Center (WRC) has a new home in
the Santos Manuel Student Union,
· room 112. They are in charge of
'hosting various awareness activi•ties.
The mission statement reveals
'iliat, "The Santos Manuel Student
~ 'Uhion Women's Resource Center
,exists to provide a supportive
' place for all women on campus
where diversity is respected and
. eelebrated.
Our purpose is to encourage
· women by providing services and
'programs, which will enhance
their college experience and help

of their biggest' programs,
Clothesline Project.
"There are different colored
shirts that are hung out on a
clothesline in front of the Office of
Housing and Residential Life.
Each color represents an occurrence that happens to women, such
as battery or rape.
This is an awareness program
that has been very effective, to the
residential life," said CSUSB student Maria Rosas.
Lauren Tyler, the Program
Assistant of the WRC said, "Our
biggest obstacle [is] getting
women to stop by ... we have a lot
of services and not too many people take advantage."
Every year, the ·WRc tries to
arrange guest speakers.
This year they had Shahnaz
Bokhari, Civil Courage Prize
recipient
and
Founder
of
Progressive Women's Association
in Pakistan.
In "South Asia's Dirty Little
Secret," she spoke about the way
women were being mistreated
from "honor killings" in Pakistan
and gave a very informative
speech, which impacted many of
the people in the audience, according to the staff of the WRC.
The Walk-A-Thon to End
Farp.ily Violence is another big
event that., is supported by the
WRC, as well as the Adult-R~
Entry Center.
There is an awareness rally to
sustain the families that have been
affected by the violence.
The Women's
Resource
Center offers a quiet place to study
and hang out, as well as a cordial
staff.
For further information visit
SU-112 or call (909) 537-7203.

:Store Your Stuff
:Over Break!
50°/o·OFF
Your 1st
3 Month's Rent!
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·:wRC lends a helping hand.

".

\ff¥4444 a;

•ceruln restrictions 1pply New m~tals only. Must menti.ln ad. CA6·0506·CSUSB

FEATURES:

leases
No Security Deposit
, Resident Manager
Video Surveillance
7-Day Electronic Gate Access
Month-to-Month

•at most locations
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AUTHORIZED DEALER

1238 W.

Base Line Rd.
Rialto, CA 92376

1158 North H St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410

5185 Hallmark Pkwy.
San Bernardino, CA 92407

{909) 873-1288

(909) 888-8882

(909) 887-1000

2650 E.

Highland Ave.
Highland, CA 92346

950 N. Tippecanoe Ave. ·
San Bernardino, CA 92410

1985 Ostrems Way
San Bernardino, CA 92407

(909) 864-3778 .

(909) 885-8590

(909) 887-4080

401 S.

Wajerman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

26441

Highland Ave.
Highland, CA 92346

E. Baseline St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410

(909) 884-3418

(909) 862-4150

(909) 885-6451

601 S. Waterman Ave.

San Bernardino, CA 92408

1450 W. 23rd St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(909) 381-6555

(909) 887-2351

.

CSUSB showcases culinary skills
Jaymes Merritt
Staff Writer

As the temperature rises in
Southern California, the faculty
and staff at Cal State San
Bernardino gets into the kitchen.
With the release of "Cal State
Cooks," the administration, faculty
and staff get the opportunity to
showcase their culinary prowess.
The cookbook 1features selected recipes from 1965 through
2005.
It is one of several documents
this year that celebrate the 40th
anniversary of the founding of the
campus.
In the introduction by Marilyn
Karnig, CSUSB President Albert
K. Karnig's wife and renowned
local philanthropist, she explains
the evolution of the cookbook and
how it came to be:
"In 1970 the Faculty Wives at
Cal State San Bernm-dino issued a
94 page booklet called College
Courses, the profits of which
helped support the club's scholar-

Ow~n

ship fund.
An 87 page sequel, College
Courses II, followed in 19176. But
the Faculty Wives gradually faded
away, and nothing else like the
cookbook was ever published
again, until Johnnie Ann Ralph,
Dean of the John M. Pfau Library,
proposed that the campus sponsor
a third cookbook in conjunction
with the University's fortiethanniversary celebration."
The cookbook is dedicated
"To Those Who Came Before: The
Founding Faculty and Staff of
California State University, San
Bernardino," and was edited by
Johnnie Ann Ralph and Michael
Burgess, retired professor and
librarian.
The six cleverly titled chapters cover the entire breadth of a
meal from start to finish.
They
are:
Prerequisite
Courses (Drinks, Appetizers, Dips,
Etc.), Major Courses (Main
Dishes),
Minor
Courses
(Vegetables and Side Dishes),
Extracurricular Activities (Salads
.
I
and · Soup~, Elective Courses

(Breads and Rolls), and Extension
Courses (Desserts).
The types of cuisine featured
in the book also range dramatically, from American to Italian, Greek
to Mexican, and everything in
between. /
With 209 pages, 135 recipes,
85 campus contributors, and 27
historical notes spread throughoht,
this cookbook literally has something for everyone.
. The book costs $20 plus tax
($21.55 total), and for each book
sold, $13 goes towards purchasing
new reference books, $6 for cost of
~ .Production, and a $1 Foundation
fee.
I
Marilyn Karnig perhaps
summed it up best, when at the end
of her introduction she stated,
"Join us at the banquet table 'of
learning that Cal State San
Bernardino represents.
Pull up a chair and sati&fy
your needs- but then help oth~rs
Jess fortunate do the same.
~
That's what this book is about.
That's what our University ) is
about."

maltes 'impression'

Yese

Singer and impersonator Bethany Owen performing as country music star Shania Twain.
Yesenia Martinez
Staff Writer
Bethany Owen, impressionist,
comedienne and Singer, came to
perform her one-woman show as
she changed personalities in seconds and managed to present 26
different characters.
These 26 characters included:
Marilyn Monroe, Martha Stewart,
Sharon Osbourne, Britney Spears,
Macy Gray, Alanis Morissette,
Madonna, Diana Ross, Tina
Turner, Cher, Miimie Pearl, Dolly
Parton, Patsy Cline, Tammy
~Wynette, Reba McEntire, Shania
Twain, Liza Minnelli, Ella
Fitzgerald, Judy Garland, and
mothers of Robert DeNiro, Jay
Leno, Jackie Mason, and Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
· She performed at CSUSB on
Wednesday 17, 2006 at the Santos
Manuel Student Union- (SMSU)
Event Center.
· Owen impersonated celebri. ties by changing her voice, appear-

ance and gestures.
She changed her costumes and
wigs on stage right in front of the
audience.
Known as the "Woman of
1001 voices and faces," Owen
pleased her audience, as there was
much laughter and applauding during the show.
The show began with an opening act of Marilyn Monroe singing,
"Diamonds Are Girls Best Friend."
She then went into the audience and found a man to serenade.
She took him up on stage, and sang
to him, "My Heart Belongs to
Daddy."
"Bethany Owen has an amazing voice, and made me laugh with
her jokes that were implemented in
each of the songs she sang," said
Elizabeth Garcia, CSUSB student.
Although Owen used the
instrumental music of the celebrity
she was imitating, she used her
own lyrics.
One of her numbers was imitating Cher, and once again she

went off stage and picked
young man to be her Sonny.
Owen made the young man,
Curtis, put on a short, straiglit,
blonde wig. They then sang "I Got
You Babe."
Owen concluded her show
giving thanks and announcing r
last, number.
She dedicated her last numtier
to a great woman she admired,
Judy Garland.
Owen sang "Over the
Rainbow." With tears in her eyes,
the audience cheered and.. clapped
as she bowed.
"I am very happy to have gotten this opportunity, once more, to
be here at CSUSB," said Owen.
"Bethany was so great in her
prior events that we j ust had to c ll
her and do it once more, and w· h
the Student Union Program Board
it was possible, because our everlts
are to entertain the students f
CSUSB," said Tiffany Patton, w o
works as part of the Student Union
Program Board.

1441
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LOCAnONS NATIONWIDE!

I 1-888-U-STORE-IT I WWW.U-STORE-IT.COM

WE SELL BOXES & PACKING SUPPLIES!

Yesenia Martinez/ Chroni e
SUPB members pose with Erika Nunez, SUPB advishr, and celebrity impressionist Bethany Owen.
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Equal Opportunity Religion
I

Jessica Acheson
Staff Writer

l·

With a following of over 20
million people, Sikhism is ranked
the fifth largest religion in the
,world. Sikhism preaches a message of devotion and remembrance
1
~f God at all times, truthful living,
equality
of mankind,
and
denounces superstitions and blind
rituals.
The religion began over 500
years ago in northern India. The
founder of the Sikh religion was
Guru Nanak, who was born in
1469. He began the religion in an
attempt to unite the Hindus and the
Muslims under one belief. He
wanted to go beyond what was
being practised by either religion
I
and from there a well-known saying of Guru Nanak was born,
"There
is no Hindu, there is no
...
Muslim." All men are equal.
According to the Sikhs, there
1
'is Qnly one God. He is the same
God for all people and all religions. Waheguru, the Almighty, is
omnipresent. To the Sikhs, God
has no gender and does not take on
human form.
Sikhism promotes the belief
that all humans are equal regardless of race, religion or sex.
People from all walks of life are
welcome to join the religion.
Unlike
other
religions,
Sikhism does not consider its religion to be the only means of
obtaining salvation. Sikhs believe
that people of other religions may
also find salvation.
The Sikh religion upholds the
concept of reincarnation. Every
person has a spirit that passes on to
another person or thing. Because
of this belief, it is very important
to Sikhs to live a positive lite that
1

,

promotes the betterment of the
world.
Throughout
life,
Sikhs
encounter what they call the five
evils: Ankhar (ego), Krodh (anger
or rage), Lobh (greed), Mo.h
(attachment), and Kam (lust). To
counter or overcome these vices,
Sikhs use the five virtues: contentment, obarity, kindness, positive
attitude, and humility.
.
Living a good life is the key to
salvation for the 'Sikhs.1 Therefore,
they must abstain from what the
Sikh religion bas outlined as "prohibited behaviors."
Under no circumstances are
Sikhs to engage in any sort of
superstitious beliefs or rituals.
These are seen as a "non-logical
form of behavior."
Since attachment is one of the
five evils, Sikhism prohibits material obse~sion. Things such as
money and property will be left
behind when a Sikh receives salva-

possessions has no meaning.
Living as a hermit or recluse
is prohibited. Sikhs are encour- '
aged to live lives oriented around
family. It is a Sikh's duty to give
10 percent · of his/her earnings as
well as I 0 percent of his/her life to
the service of God and others.
The sacrifice of any creatUre,
whether it be human or animal, is
strongly prohibited, as well as
lying, bragging, gossip, and intoxication.
Although priests are considered to be ministers of God, a Sikh
is not to feel inferior to them, nor
is he/she .to rely on them to perform
religious
functions .
Everyone is equal before God. In
following this belief, Sikhs are not
to discriminate or carry out any
prejudicial acts.
.
For more inquiries into the the
religion of Sikhism go to .
www.srigurugranth.sahi b. org,
allabautsikhs.com or www.reli-

www.iu

Steve Pasierb, president and CEO of Partnership for a Drug-Free America and his wife, Wendy.

Prescription for addiction
Jennifer Kent
Staff Writer

www.adlshaktl.org

MANY STRENGTHS. ONE MISSION.

One in five teens uses prescription drugs to get high, making
the family medicine cabinet equivalent to the neighporhood drug
dealer, according to a recent survey conducted by the Partnership
for a Drug-Free America.
The survey, titled Partnership
Attitude Tracking Study (PATS),
analyzed the dmg-related attitudes
of 7,300 teens between 7th and
12th grade.
The drugs of concern were
mostly prescription drugs such as
pain relievers, tranquilizers, stimulants, and sedatives. However,
they also asked questions about
over-the-counter drugs lik antihistamines, inhalants and methaplphetamines.
The widespread availability of
pres~ription drugs has caused
usage among teens to remain
steady over the last three years
while underage smoking and
drinking rates have declined.
In fact, many teens favor prescription drug use, referred to as

"pharming", over drinking or
smoking.
I
!wo ou~of'Tive teens believe
prescripti~ drugs to be safer than
those that are illegal. Three out of
ten think that prescription drugs
are non-addictive, according to
PATS.
"It's really a case now of.
accepting the fact that it's here,"
said Steve Pasierb, president and
CEO of Partnership. "Clearly, this
is a true prvblem in American society."
But how did it get to this
point? Experts have largely pointed to a communication 'gap
between parents and their children.
PATS showed that kids who were
warned of the effects of drugs
early on were 50 percent less likely to experiment than those who
were not informed.
Even though 92 percent of
parents surveyed reported talking
to their kids about drug abuse, only
a third of their kids reported actually learning something from their
parents on the subject.
"[The] biggest thing, ·1 think,
is communication. That's how you

keep your kids off drugs," :s;id
George Hoffman, former addict·
aod counselor at Kids Helping
, Kids, a youth drug treatment ~jlity.
' ...
Hoffman also recomm~B,ds
that parents keep track of thl!ir
medications regularly to make,sQre
that they aren't being stolen.
That includes over-the-c~u{lt
er medicines that may not s,eeJD
threatening, such as cough S)lt:UP,
as one in 10 te~ns are using co~h
syrup to get high.
.. : .,
Unfortunately, many par~n~s
aren't even aware of the problem.
Because of this, Partnership.. ,has
teamed up with Consuq1er
Healthcare Products A sociatiou.to
launch a bilingual campaign to
spread awareness of the dangers
involved in presc · f n and Gvetthe-counter drug a se.
·
The campaign is se to inclu<le
commercial advertisements on television, radio, newspaper, • and
magazines;
many of whic~.. a(e
,.. .
being done pro bono.
.
For more information on teen
drug abuse and ways to stop i:t,
visit www.drugfree.org.
~

.

I
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You know her...
She is going to rush for a sorority this fall.
She has not decided Otl a m~jor.
I

/
I

Her mp3 player is filled with '80s music.

She has not eaten in three days.
)

She has an eating disorder, and this disease affects
millions of individuals just like her. Fortunately,
treatment is available. Through whole person
care, Lorna Linda University Behavioral Medicine
Center is healing people and restoring hope.

909-558-9275

., TAKE 1WO APf.Y UNLESS IT KILLs- ~OU !,~
www.caglecartoons.co.;n

Ifyou are interesteain contri6utina to tlie Coyote Chronicfe
pfease sitJn up for Comm 243}1 aruf 6ecome a part of
tlie team/ quest articfes are wefcome, liowever tliey are not
suaranteeaprint space. Vnsignetf submissions ofanj Njruf ......_....
not 6e accepted; pfease itfentify your w~ Senti tlie Chronic~·
an enuzifwith your attacliedsu6mission to s6chron@csus6.eiu· ·
tf.f~

www.llubmc.com

LoMA LINDA UNIVERSITY BEHAVIOll.AL MEDICINE CENTER
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film
Sinks and swims
:~Poseidon'

Robert Mogensen
S,taff Writer ·

Poseidon quickly sinks when
it comes to plot and character
development, but the edge of your
Seat suspense and action make it
worthwhile. Josh Lucas and Kurt

.

Russell star in the aquatic adventure "Poseidon", which is in theaters now.
Unfortunately, the 99-minute
run-time doesn't allow enough storyline for the audience to develop
any kind of connection with the
characters. We are briefly intro-

Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com

Josh Lucas and Jacinda Barrett enjoy a drink before capsizing.

duced to the characters when a
rouge wave hits the Poseidon and
flips it upside down.
In a visually impressive scene,
we are introduced to Director
Wolfgang Petersen's vision of a
capsizing•cruise ship. Fire, water,
sparks, screaming people, and tons
of debris fills the ship as the boat
goes through its horrific transformation.
After realizing the hopelessness of waiting for help to arrive,
Dylan Johns (Josh Lucas) is determined to find his way to the bottom of the ship and a way out.
Robert Ramsey (Kurt Russell)
offers his help, but first he mqst
fmd his daughter.
A few more characters join the
two men in their attempt to reach
the surface. Unfortunately, they
quickly find that the new structure
of the ship delivers many death
defying stunts and obstacles for
them to go through. They fmd
themselves in a race against the
quickly rising water to reach the
surface alive.
Who win survive? Who will
die? Who will sacrifice their own
life to save others? Who will be a
hero? Go see the movie to find out
for yourself.
The movie never has a dull
moment. With decent acting,
impressive visual effects and stun- ·
ning underwater stunts, the relatively weak script should not be
enough to keep you away from

Ia u LllTLE u 9 Months*

the characters, the more the audience is impacted by their deaths or
heroism.
If you are looking for a comedy or a deep dramatic movie, don't
go see Poseidon. If you're looking
for a movie that will keep you at
the edge of your seat and never has
a dull moment, go see this movie.
If you are looking to see the
best movie of the year, wai~ a couple of weeks and go see X-Men:
The last stand, when it comes out
May 26.

Michelle Organo

We offer pNpUI optloa Ia:

• Elementary and Secondary Education
• Bilingual EducatiOn (with a Ma§ler's [)epee)
• Special Education (with a Muter's [)epee)

s.. Berurdlllo Ca•JHII
• Elemenlary, SecoDdary, aod Bi6Dgual Education

. Faculty Oftice ~ldg., Room 126.
(909) S31-S6SO or (909) S37-S603
• Special P4ation

.
·Faculty Ofke Bldg., Room 146, (909) S37-5621

Pal Delert C.apa
• Credentilil aod Graduate PlopmDS in Education
Indian Wells Center, Room 102
(760) 341-2883 ext. 78101
or~760) 341-2113 ext. 71109

stay away from a long background
of the characters, thinking the
extra movie length would take
away from the suspense. But with
Titanic earning nearly two billion
dollars world wide, I think they
should have taken more of a
chance.
Having a $160 million budget,
I think they should have spent
more time developing the plot
instead of relying on their star
power to sell the movie. In my
opinion, the more a script develops

Staff Writer

The ·coUege of Ed eatioa at CSUSB
Lets You Touch the Future

'.·
..

theaters. If you are looking for. a
little suspense to get your heart
pounding, go see this movie before
it leaves theaters.
I only wish this movie would
have set up the characters more
before they sent the I 00 foot rouge
wave slamming into the ship. In
the blockbuster movie Titanic, we
are introduced to the characters for
the first half of the film, and
watched the ship sink during the
second half.
Maybe the writers wanted to

:E'A tertainment and tasty
foOd is at Tokyo Wako

TEACH!

..

Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com

Kurt Russell and Richard Dreyfuss as they struggle to find a way out of the sinking ship.

It was Mother's Day morning
and my mom was craving
Japanese food so I suggested
Benihana's in Ontario for lunch.
When we arrived, there was a twohour long wait and since it was
Mother's Day the prices were
high. The meals started at $23 a
plate.
We were hungry and could not
wait to eat so I suggested looking
around Ontario Mills for restaurants. As we drove around we
noticed there was a new place that
just opened called Tokyo Wako.
The exterior of the restaurant
is very beautiful because the architecture looked like a traditional
Japanese building.
There was a water pond near
the ·entrance. with lovely landscaping all around. Before getting too
excited, we went in to see how
long the wait would be.
To our surprise, there was no
wait at all and were seated right
away. The restaurant was very
clean and welcoming.
The hostesses greeted us in
Kimono's and we were seated with
another family. The seating

Courtesy of www.google.com

One of the delicacies served at Tokyo Wako is their sushi.

arrangement is similar to
Benihana's where you are seated
around a grill and the chef entertains you while cooking your meal.
It was very nice, but since it
was Mother's Day we could only
choose itell.lS from the dinner
menu, which was reasonably
priced. From $16.95 to about $30

"

· ;Califoraia State Unlvenlty So Bernardiao
Visit 0ur website at www.csusb,edulcoe/ for more details ·

Accredited by NCATE and cere
•Bachelor's degree and subject matter competeDcy required
CSET eoeching is available (hUp:/lrimspi.csusb.edu)

TEPPAN STlAK • SUSHI BAR
Courtesy of Tokyo Wako

The restaurant has more than what most restaurants offer.

you could get an entire meal, plus
soup or salad with three shrimp.
After having our ~oup and
salad starters, we were suddenly
greeted by a man with a cart that
was doing a little show.
It was nice because he asked
parents if their children were
scared of fire before starting his
routine. The entertainment keeps
you laughing and enjoying yourself
The food is served in huge,
delicious portions. I recommend
the teriyaki chicken and the
shrimp.
The only thing that was disappointing was our waitress because
she rarely came around to check
on us. She never even came to see
if we needed drink refills, and she
did not bring us our check until I
walked over to her and asked for it.
·[f you go there on your birthday they dress you up like a
Geisha, sing to you and take your
picture. I had a good time at
Tokyo Wako and I would recommend to you as well.
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Pearl Jam still not ripe
Band stuck in mid-life grunge crisis
Jaen-Paul LaBrada
Staff Writ~r
After a four-year hiatus, Pearl
Jam has fmally returned on the

scene with a self-titled album. The
album was released May 2, and
still seems to lack a track's spot on
any prestigious music chart.
The album has an awesome,

simple cover accompanied with
very interesting, digitally rendered
art inside; however, the quintet's
8th album seems to be lacking in
what someone would call "good"
modem rock music.
According to Pearl Jam's
label, J-Records, "Most people,
even the music conscious, almost
forget PJ kept making albums after
'Yield,' or even 'Vitalogy'."
Well, I wonder why they forgot. Maybe there wasn't anything
worth listening to on the subsequent albums.
There might be a reason that
PJ has n9t had a "real hit" since
Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com :
1999 and I think I know the rea(L-R)
Sarah
Jessica
Parker,
Dermot
Mulroney,
Craig
T.
Nelson,
Diane Keaton, and Rachel
son.
They sound the same and it's McAdams make-up the all-star cast of 'The Family Stone.'
not working. Now, here is a little
history lesson, Pearl Jam, Nirvana
and Red Hot Chili Peppers were
•
all contemporaries.
After the tragedy of Nirvana,
Red Hot Chili Peppers seems to
have evolved in their music style
and therefore have had hits on a
sleep in tht?same room as Everett almost immediately and think sh~
Pablo Garcia
regular basis.
(Dermot Mulroney), who tries to is perfect for Ben. The movie takes •
However, Pearl Jam has Staff Writer
get the family to take it easy on his a sudden romantic twist that.
decided to keep the grunge sound
girlfriend, but the Stones do not almost makes the movie unbeliev-: ,
The
holidays
are
stressful
and has unfortunately lost the "hit"
budge.
able.
enough,
but
imagine
meeting
your
battle. Grunge is dead and postEverett
asks
his
mother
for
his
Writer and director Thomas ;
significant
other's
family
at
the
grunge is dying!
grandmother's
wedding
ring
that
Bezucha
turns "The Family Stone''" :
If
you
have
ever
been
same
time.
Some may say, "Well, Pearl
she
had
promised
to
give
him
once
into
a
combined
tearjerker/slap-.:
in
this
situation
then
you
should
Jam isn't selling out like Red Hot
he
found
the
woman
of
his
dreams,
stick
comedy,
but
with
little sue-: •
"The
Family
Stone."
defmitely
see
Chili Peppers," but what would
but
she
refuses
to
give
it
to
him.
cess
as
the
movi~
fails
to
convince· :
This
movie
involves
an
you rather listen to? Music you
Even
his
gay,
deaf
brother
tells
you
at
times.
One
of
the
characters
;
uptight
career
woman
who
meets
like, that is hip and different, or the
him
not
to
ask
her
to
marry
him.
has
a
serious
illness
and
the
movie
:
her
boyfriend's
eclectic
family
for
same old Eddie Vedder shredding
The main enemy that fails to make its point about such a :
on vocals about to have an the first time who is less than inviting
to
her.
Even
before
meetipg
Meredith
has in ·the family is Amy serious situation.
,
aneurism?
However, you will be con- '
Unless, of course, that's what her, the$tone family already does (Rachel McAdams), Everett's
youngest
sister,
who
is
very
bitter
vinced
that the family is truly dysnot
like
her.
you like. In which case you would
1
"You have a beautiful home," about life.
functional.
Luke Wilson 's petlike the new album.
Only his laid back stoner formance was good and believTo PJ's credit though, the Meredith (Sarah Jessica Parker)
brother
Ben (Luke Williams) able. While doing a good job in a-'
tells
Mrs.
Stone
(Diane
Keaton)
album is somewhat politically
seems
to
like Meredith, maybe . very difficult role, Sarah Jessicll- ·
upon
first
meeting
her.
''Better
to
charged with songs such as "World
entertain
you
with,"
replies
the
sareven
have
a
·crush qn her. At din- Parker comes across as annoying :,
Wide Suicide" and "Army
ner,
Meredith
insults the whole and unlikable.
••
castic
woman.
However,
.it's
Reserve" having the best lyrics.
family
with
her
right-winged
atti.
"The
Family
Stone"
does
not·
•
of
the
Meredith
who
provides
most
"Marker In the Sand," ha:; the
compare
to
other
holiday
family·;
entertainment
by
acting
uptight,
tude
about
gay
people.
No
matter
best sound. While ""Gone" and
"Inside Job" are finely crafted especially with her nervous throat- how hard she tries, she cannot say classics, yet it does a decent job- :
and is worth watching with you; :
anything right.
somber ballads with full-band . clearing tick.
Meredith
often
means
well,
The
situation
with
the
family
family.
'
hopeless rock endings," said Gavin
but
talks
too
much
and
says
things
.becomes
unbearable
for
Meredith,
"The
Family
Stone"
reminds::
Giovagnoli of J-Records.
at the wrong time. In attempts to so she calls her sister Julie (Claire us about tolerating our many dif-:.
be respectful to the family, Danes) to come and be with her. ferences and most importantly·.
Meredith does not even want to The Stones fall in love with her loving one another.

....

New 'Stone' not welcomed:
in family jew(!ls for holidaY£'

Courtesy of www.pearljam.com

Album liner notes are similar to art from their music video.

Courtesy of www.pearljam.com

Pearl Jam's self-titled album cover art is visually simple.
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"Celebrating CSUSBi"s 40~ Anniversary"
I

..

The
Department _of Communication Studies
Annual Dinner
Wed~esday,

May 31~ 2006

6 p.m.

/

Kendall Park Apartments-Brand
new interior. One & Two
Bedrooms. Water, trash,
sewage paid. Pool, spa, laundry
room facility. Call for special at
(909) 887-0119.

Hiring
STUDENT GRAPHICS ASSISTANT for the Recreational
.Sports Department, summer
and school year availability. Pick
up your application in PE 122 or
call Cindy at 537-3862 for more
information.

For Rent

Shandin Hills
3380 Little Mountain Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92405
T~CKETS:
~

I

..

MALICIOUS AND
HUMILIATING JOBS

.
no host Cocktails and Buffet Dinner
Induction ceremonies for lambda PI Eta- Recognmon of PRSSH
Recognition and awards for students for their educational achievements and con1trlbtltlollsl
In Human, Intercultural, mass, PubUc Relations, and Rhetoric toncentratlons
Door Prizes
II special Year-ln-Reulew of our department
Tickets are available In the Dept. of Communication Studies office (UHOJB)
Deadline to purchase tickets: Frid3:y, May l6

'Roommate(s) wanted
Nice spadous house
1.5 mi from campus
1 bedroom wlbath
1 bedroom w/shared bath
dep+ util's cable incl.
Gabe 335-9530

For Rent
Furnished new home or furnished new rooms for rent.
Large rooms, private bath,
kitchen, LR, DR. Walk to
CSUSB. Low rate. Call 909
887-2455 or 301-2n-2655.

·

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;·:

Mountainside Village
Apartmenls-1660 Kendall Drive.
2 & 3 bedrooms, 2 pools, washer/dryer connections, 2 laundry
I"OOITl&. Rear exit gate, perfect
for students. Call 909-88()..2874.

$20.00 per person

The euenlng will Include:

Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com· ~

Mulroney and Parker arrive at the Stone family residence.

Go to Europe this summer and salvage
what's left of your youth.
GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
- Go to ralleurope.com and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office

..

..

Multi-Cultural
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Struggles of ttn Asian American actor

As Wong grew up, he said that
he was the "gay,est child you've
,,•
ever seen."
I
B.D.
Wong,
star
of
"Law
~d
Wong claimed that he would
'•
', Order: Special Victim's Unit," play di-ess up and was fascinated
; shared with CSUSB students his with television.
He claimed that he had so
.: struggles of not only being a -,
Chinese-American actor, but also maily great teachers that fostered
being a. gay Chinese-American his creativity and fascination with
actor.
the arts.
"I so desperately wanted to be
"1 was the little Asian boy
hot .. .like
Abercrombie
and ;ith the big smile, bowl hair cut
Fitch ... but in the '80's," said and glasses in the front and center
I
·, Wong. "I wanted. to fall into the of every performance," said Wong.
Gap!"
"I literally looked like Ernie
•I
The star of "Jurassic Park" from 'My Three Sons!"'
'•I and "Father of the Bride" (Part I
As he approached his college
: and II) told of his self-loathing of years, Wong said that getting work
• his race growing up in White became a tough reality.
•: America.
"I didn't get any work ... they
"I had a sense of confusion were using Asian traditions. They
and self doubt," said Wong. "I was didn't cast color blind," said Wong.
' a White guy in an Asian's body. I "So, I moved to New York! Then
figured if I could change my per- LA! And I found$ork!"
sonality, I could change my race."
Although he found work,
Wong aid he was not entirely satisfied with the work he was getting.
. "It was either the grumpy
waiter, the china town gang member, the brother of the china town
gang member or, I can't believe I
even did this, the wacky foreign
exchange student," said Wong.
Wong continued to be cast and
played these . characters until he
was offered a leading role in the
play "M. Butterfly," written by
David Wong.
"It was okay to have this
face," said Wong. "I was this guy
because I had this face ... this was
the beginning of my peace, my
joy."
By being able to embrace differences,
Wong claims that we will
Courtesy torrancearts.com
be able to move forward in the
, Wong shares his struggles for
world.
' acceptance and self-identity.
.: Elizabeth Tomzik
I
Staff Writer

..

"By having a conversation on
diversity, we can be ourselves,"
said Wong. "[Diversity] isn't going
away ... [we] have to make it
work ... [we] have to create a dialogue."
The Diversity Committee,
sponsor of the lecture, works to
"foster diversity and understanding
at CSUSB."
They have given $30,000 to
fund events by campus groups and
have given $35,000 towards faculty research programs to put diversity in CSUSB's curriculum.
Wong has spoken to college
campuses across the nation for
approximately 12 years. He has
earned · the Outer Critics Circle
Award, Theatre World Award,
Drama Desk Award, Clarence
Derwent Award and a Tpny Award.
Wong has also written a memoir,
"Following Foo", which was sold
at the lecture.

Courtesy stmarys-slough.org

Ridley will speak on her experiences as a Taliban hostage.

Taliban hostage survivor &
writer to speak at QSUSB
Jason Palmer
Staff Writer
Former Taliban hostage and
British reporter Yvonne Ridley
recounts her experience in the
hands ofThe Taliban.
Ridley came to prominence
after 9/ 11 when she was covering
the war in Afghanistan.
She brings a wealth of knowledge in international un-embedded
frontline reporting. Ridley has lectured all around the world cover-

Jennifer Galvan! Chronicle

.St4dents lined up for Wong to
sign a copy of his book.

Planned Parenthoode

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

Courtesy tribunelndia.com

Taliban hostage and British
journalist/writer Yvonne Ridley.

..

. ing many 31a~.:
Sh¢s an active politician and
a speaker at several Ivy Leagu~
schools. ·
On Thursday, June I from I2
p.m.- 2 p.m. in the Santos Manuel
Student Union in the Events
Center, CSUSB organizations
Intellectual Life, International
Institute, International Center,
Center for Islamic and Middle
Eastern Studies & The Department
ofWorld Languages and Literature
will present speaker Yvonne
Ridley as she will discuss her
experience "In the Hands of the
Taliban."
"She will enrich our academic
life on campus by bringing
decades of extensive international
affairs," said ,Dany Doureiri.
Ridley is an award-winning
journalist of more than 25 years.
She is the author of two books, "In
the Hands of The Taliban," and
"Tickets to Paradise."
She started at the age of I4
when she wrote a letter to the local
newspaper in England's County
Durham.
·
This sparked a lot of interest
in journ'alism and she has never

stopped since.
She is described as a journalist
of great integrity and courage who
shows no fear in pursuit of a story.
In September 2001, while
reporting on an undercover assignment in Mghanistan, the Taliban
captured her. They suspected that
she was a U.S. spy.
She spen~,the next I 0 days in
cap~ivity, thi' first six at intelli- .
gence headquarters and the
remaining four at Kabul prison.
"I promised that if they
released me, I'd study Islam when
1 got back to London. And what
started out as an acadertlic study
has now turned into something
much more spiritual. I'm very
impressed with what I've found,"
s~id Ridley.
She has worked for news publications such as Sunday Times,
the Observer and the Daily Mirror.
She was also a producer, a broadcaster and founder for Women in
Journalism, a networking and campaigning organization for women.
According to Doueiri, Cal
State San Bernardino needs to
address the issue of war because
this is_an ongoing problem.
Yvonne Ridley has experience
in western reporting and is also a
person who has reported in many
other areas. Experiencing war bas
been an advantage in understanding wars because her recollections
are very hands-on.
Ridley will also discuss the
challenges of media accuracy in
time ofwar.

Courtesy amazon.com

Cover of Ridley's recent book,
"In the Hands of the Taliban.n

1 APPOINTMENT

J
1 HOUR

Priority registration starts today!
.,

Summer 2006 Quarter
Session I ....................... June 21 -:-July 2 7 .
Session II ........................Aug. 2 -Sept. 6
Session Ill ................... .June 21 - Aug. 31

t YEI,.R OF BIRTH CONTROL*

• Closs schedule available at the boo~tore or online at:

http://acs.csusb.edu/sched/summer.html

1 .. ao0-230- PLAN

For more informatio·n on Summer Quarter 2006,
please call (909) 537-5200.
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·This day in history ·

CSUSB celebrates 'the last days of slavery'.
Malikab Riley
Staff Writer

The
second
annual'
"Juneteenth" College Expo and
Festival is coming up and everyone is invited.
The oldest known celebration
is back for its second year at
CSUSB. It is an event that started
many years ago to celebrate the
last days of slavery in ~erica. It
originated in 1865 and has spread
from Texas across the U.S.
Juneteenth is sponsored by
Admissions
and
Student
Recruitment and .will take place
Sat., June 10.
It will be held in the Santos
Manuel Student Union's Events
Center from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and
various locations on campus from
1 p.m. to 8 p.m. · Tracy Thomas,
Antonio Johnson and other
crewmembers
have
worked
extremely hard to put this event
, together.
"The difference between this
college expo and other colleges is
that we take an educational
approach," said Thomas.
"What we are doing is helping
connect the African American students [in the U.S.] to Africa."
She said, "Legacy of pride and
promise through the eyes of
African Kings and Queens" was
the adopted theme at CSUSB.
This event will have games,
maps, music, vendors, and much
more. The ftrst half of the expo
will be the educational part.
Children from elementary
, schools, middle schools and peo• ple from high schools and community colleges will have the opportunity to be involved in numerous
act'tv'Ities. Eacb .group will have a
table with different activities.
f-!,Many will learn about the
I
geography and art of the African
culture.
"At their first table, children
from middle schools will take a
personality test and will be able to
match their personalities to ancient

~.-Event

Pag~~9
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•
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May 2'2
·~
1761 In P}liladelphia, the first life insurance policy was issued in the U.S.
1819 The steamship Savannah became the first to cross the Atlantic
Ocean.
I
....
1939 Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini signed a military alliance
·-.
between Germany and Italy known as the '"Pact of Steel."
2002 Barry Bonds (San Francisco Giants) hit his 583rd career home run:~
?

I'

. l

Expo and festival will honor former students Tillm and Daniels.

kings and queens, such as IGng Tut
[for example] ... It helps boost
their confidence," Thomas said.
In addition, the expo will be
the frrst to restart an old African
tradition. Elementary students will
have the opportunity to meet
African American farmers and
plant a community garden. This
activ-ity is expected to continue for
many years to come.
The expo will embrace two
special guest speakers, Dr. Ashra
K wesi, a historian and lecturer of
ancient African history and reii-

Reprint from event flier

Pictured: Dr. Ashra Kwesi.

gion, and Merira Kwesi, a lecturer
on African fashion and culture.
This half of the event will take
place in the lower commons and in
University Hall.
Former NFL player, Anthony
Prior, will also be giving advice to
"aspiring athletes" or to anyone
who has a questiOJ!.
The biggest part of this event
is the virtual tour of historicaly
black colleges and universities.
After the education section of
the expo, there will be a festival.
Various bands, Coyote Radio and
musical guests will perform at various times duri'ng the event.
"Although this event is about
Africa and African Americans, we
are making this event as diverse as
possible," Johnson said.
Also, Rio Vista Elementary
School will be performing on the
main stage. The students have a
·special surprise for the audience
duriQg their performance.
Later in the day, the expo will
finally celebrate African American
male alumni of CSUSB.
There will be a reception held
to honor former students, such as
Dan Tillman and Lawrence
Daniels. Immediately after, there
will be jazz performances.
CSUSB's college expo is a
huge event and many are expected
to attend.

to honor top entrepreneurs in area

ly-owned business, social entrepreneur, supporter of entrepreneurship, innovator, corporate entrepreneur, technology entrepreneur
a
special
Lifetime
The Inland Empire's premier and
gala business event, the . Spirit of Achievement Award.
the Entrepreneur Awards, is now
The awards program is preseeking. nominations for its ~00,6 : sented by the Inlanjt' Empire
celebratton to honor the regwn s Center for Entrepreneurship
top entrepreneurs for their creativ- (IECE) at C'iiifornia State
ity, passion, risking taking and University, San Bernardino, along
business accomplishments.
with The Business Press and The
The fourth annual event, set Press-Enterprise Co., in an effort
for Nov. 15 at the Riverside to honor and celebrate the entreConvention Center, will feature preneurial spirit that exists in
awards presented to a diverse Inland Southern California.
group of individuals in nine cateNominations will be accepted
gories: representing general entre- until Aug. 15 and can be made
preneur, emerging company, fami- directly through the awards pro-

Courtesy of
Tbe Public Affairs Office

gram Web site: www.inlandspiritawards.com.
All nominees will be contacted by the university's Inland
Empire
Center
· for
Entrepreneurship.
Assistance will \>e provided in
completing the required nomination information before being evaluated by a judging panel that con:;ists of highly respected business
leaders and former Spirit of the
Entrepreneur Award recipients.
For more information on the
Spirit Awards program or nominating an entrepreneur, please contact
Michael Stull, director of IECE at
(909) 537-3708 or by e-mail at
mstull@csusb.edu.

May23
1788 South Carolina became the eighth state to ratify U.S. Constitution. ~·.
1879 The first U.S. veterinary·school was established'by Iowa State
University.
1994 "Pulp Fiction" won the "Golden Palm" for best film at the 47th ·:,
Cannes Film Festival.
1999 Gerry Bloch, at age 81, became the oldest climber to scale El
Capitan in Yosemite National Park.
May24
1738 The Methodist Church was
established.
.
I
1878 The first American bicycle ..raee was held in Boston.
1930 Amy Johnson became thellirst woman to fly from England to
Australia.
1961 The Freedom Riders were arrested in Jackson, Mississippi.

..••

May25
.
1935 Babe Ruth hit his final homerun, his 714th, and set a record that
would stand for 39 years.
1953 In Nevada, the first atomic cannon was ftred.
1981 Daredevil Daniel Goodwin scaled Chicago's Sears Tower, while
wearing a "Spiderman"·costume, in 7 112 hours.
200"1 Erik Weihenmeyer, 32, of Golder, CO, became the frrst blind
climber to reach the summit of Mount Everest.
May26
1864 The Territory of Montana was Qrganized.
1937' San Francisco Bay's Golden Gate Bridge opened.
1959 The word "Frisbee" became a registered trademark ofWham-0.
1978 The first legal casino in the Eastern U.S. opened in Atlantic City,
NJ.
May27
1907 The Bubonic Plague broke out in San Francisco.
1919 A U.S~-.Navy s~aplane completed the first transatlantic flight.
1933 Walt Disney's 'lThree Little Pigs" was first released.
1986 Mel Fisher recovered a jar that contained 2,300 emeralds from the
Spanish ship Atocha.
May28
1961 Amnesty International, a human rights organization, was founded.
1996 U.S. President Clinton's former business partners in the Whitewater ·
land deal were convicted of fraud.
1999 In Milan, Italy, Leonardo de Yinci's "The Last Supper" was put back
on display after 22 years of restoration work.
2002 Russia became a limited partner in NATO with the creation of the
NATO-Russia Council.
In issue 22, in the 'Artistic genius

from the youth' photo caption, all
of the art work being displayed is
made by Clare Cherry Sdlool
students.
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STAND ON STREET CORNERS
HARASSING PEDESTRIANS.
Hand out fly.ers that wind up in the garbage.
Be exploited by the
instead of the

LEFT

.,

RIGHT•.

OR
'•

Go to Europe this summer and salvage what's left of
your youth.

GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
-Go to raileurope.com and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office
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If you feel the Chronicle has made a mistake please feel free
to oontact Diana Reyes or
Cmstine Gonzales at 537-5289
or e-maH sbchron@csusb.edu.

Read the

C2nunicJe avail- '
able on news- ·
statlds around
caDlplS euay
Monday

~Cfironic-lePage1 o Opinions
.

·..
.·.·
•••

~~r.tuoa Mehari

Sta.JJ
. . Writer
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::· Did you know that as students
,;..;. have the optiou" of taking all
classes without ever having to
foot on a school campus?
$lp.wadays, some people are
allaosing to simply log onto a
~puter to take all the courses
.~ need online instead of physi:~aHy attending school.
·
There is a high school in
~hington State that is complete.~~lectronic and allows students to
~· all their courses online with~wt ever having to physically
·lltt~nd school.
::: Some of you are probably
~Oking: That is great! I wish I
<!6\lld have gone through high
s;liool withOut ever attending a
·~~s, but is the idea of simply loggipg on to a computer to take the
·n~~ssary courses that great? ... I
thi.Rk not!

*a9•

There are some really great
things about physically attending
school that we may not realize
everyday or that we take for granted, like actually waking up every
morning and getting ready to go to
school instead of being laid up in
the bed until 2 in the afternoon
seven days a week. Sure that is
great sometimes, but sleeping in
that late is what the weekends are
for.
There are so many things we
would be missing out on by taking
all of our courses on line and never
attending school again. For example, we have the advantages of listening to our instructor rather than
staring at a computer screen;
unlike the computer, an instructor
can physically elaborate on the
teachings to bette.r your understanding.
Another great aspect that
would be lost by not attending
school are the class discussions.
Sometimes class discussions are
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& Editorials

the best way to enhance our understanding and by taking all courses
on line the advantage of.partaking
in class discussions is lost.
By physically attending
school we also have the opportunity of getting to know the many
faces we regularly see on campus.
Some friends that we meet while
attending school are friends that
might stick around our entire lifetime.
Some great friendships, as
well as relationships, begin on
school campuses .
So a wo.rd of advice for the
next time you are on campus and
walking to the next class that you
think is boring and you wish you
would have taken on line, take the
time to Iecognize the benefits and
great aspects of you choosing to
attend school.
'
Like I mentioned earlier, one~
of the great friendships or relationships that form on campus might
be one of yours.

May 22,2006
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·Civil right~ ac6vist to visit CSUSB
"Students will be looking at a Department was adamant when
piece of history, "be also said.
asked of who the school would try
The lecture that Belafonte will to bring to campus. "World
It was 1968, the Petula Clark deliver is part of the Santos renowned leaders, entertainers,
primetime television special aired Manuel Student Union Lecture bands, politicians, all are in there,"
on NBC. Singer Harry Belafonte Series, which was developed to he said.
and Petula Clark were in the mid- bring some of .the world's most
"You alw~tys hear about how
dle of a duet when Clark smiled prominent people, including this university got this band and
and briefly touched Belafonte on Balafonte, to come to CSUSB.
how this other university got this
the arm.
·
"It's important that we show- other band, it is good• that we are
This act made the show's case leaders such as Mr. Belafonte. going to do something like that,"
sponsors nervous because Clark Exposing our students to those sa'i d Bueno. "It is not just some
and Belafonte were not of the who have had such an influence . random guy or event we always
same race.
empowers our students to believe get."
The change in culture has
This event took place five that they too can make a difference," said Frank Rincon vice begun and it will keep going as
~~ ~ the 1963 Civil Rights
long as students back it up. "If
~;rJ&. Washington, five years pr~sident for student affairs.
tlelafunte rubbed shoulders
A change in culture is taking Belafonte comes and no one
with the likes of Sidney Poi tier and place where the policy has now attends, then big name people
Charlton Heston, not to mention become one that is intended to put won't want to come to this univerhis close personal friend Dr. CSUSB in the same playing field sity," said Lehr.
Speculating on who could be
as the big boys.
Martin Luther King.
Now Belafonte will rub shoul"We are a big university; we next to come to CSUSB is not a
ders with CSUSB students. In ·an should act like one," said Jackson. bad thing when you know that stuAntoine.tte Bueno, a student dent leaders are making an effort
effort that took about a year to put
together, according to Student . worker at the Coyote Express in to bring the best. Students should
Union Chairman Corey Jackson, the Jack Brown building, is happy be proud of who has come to our
Belafonte agreed '!nd will be pres- with the new policy of bringing the campus.
"We want to change the culent Tuesday, May 23 at the Student best to our campus.
ture
here at CSUSB," said
Union, which students can attend
"It is .good that you would get
famous and big name people to Jackson.
for a buck.
"Belafonte was a friend to and come in this campus," she said.
Maybe it will be accomfunded Dr. King.
He knew "That way when people ask you plished, maybe not, but it's up to
President Roosevelt and Mrs. where you go to school, they wont our student body, in the words of
Barcelona fans, " mes que un
Roosevelt, as well as Nelson go, 'where?'"
Mandela, and be was an actor and
Executive Director Gregory scala;" to make this, " more than a
a singer," said Jackson.
R. L~hr of the Education school."
Jesus 1gualate
Staff Writer
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"CBU believes in me.''
Ted Murcray
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R.ivmidf' Uttifitd SdJOOI District.
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WHAT TIGHTENS BORDER SECURITY, MAKES SURE
TilE BUSINESS COMMUNJT'{ HAS ENOUGH WORKERS,
AND DOESN'T ALIENATE HISPANIC VOTERS?
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cm't'l'~a ~s~ l chose rolay, the foundation for my
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Suns, forcing a game seven in
Phoenix Monday night.
Although the Clippers have
never been in a game seven before,
The Los Angeles Clippers, Coach Mike Dunleavy is very optilong known as "little brother" or mistic about his team's chances.
the "JV" team to the Lakers, are
"There is no question in my
starting to get a little well earned mind that we have the ability to
respect.
win Monday [game seven],"
Los Angeles will always be Coach Dunleavy said after
Laker town, but some celebrities Thursday night's game.
are converting to "Clipper·
During this must win game,
Mr.
Laker,
Jack the Clippers got a little bit of help
Nation."
Nicholson, was spotted during the from everybody, having five playClipper game in Phoenix on ers score in double digits.
Tuesday.
One of those players, forward
The Clips were in a must win Quinton Ross, who is known as a
situation Thursday night, as they defensive player, scored 16 points
were down in the series 3-2. The in the first half, including a buzzer
slogan for these playoffs is "Win beater to give the Clips a 12 point
or Go Home," and the Clippers lead going into halftime.
were not ready to go home, not yet
In the second half, the Suns
anyway.
made a run, but could get no closThe Clippers clutched up with er than eight points down.
a 118-1 06 victory over the Phoenix
Whenever the Suns would
Justin Hixson
Staff Writer

make a run, the Clippers went to
their best player, forward Elton
Brand, who despite the constant
double teams led the Clippers with
30 points, 12 boards and five
blocked shots.
The victory puts the Clippers
one win away from going to the
Western Conference Finals, a
place the Clippers have never been
before.
.
The Clipper franchise bas
long been the laughing stock of not
just the NBA, but aU of profession~
al sports. In 2000, Sports
Illustrated voted the Clippers as
the worst fran~hise ever.
The change started when
Clippers owner Donald Sterling,
long known for not paying big salaries, matched the contract offer.
of MVP candidate Elton Brand.
The biggest salary, $82.2 million,
Sterling has ever paid.
Since then, the Clipper's re-

signed guard Corey Maggette and
brought in veteran leadership in
point guard Sam Cassell and
shooting guard Cuttino Mobley.
Although the Clippers made
these acquisitions, pre-season polls
pic~ed them to finish last in their
division and second to last in the
Western Conference. What all the
experts couldn't predict is the heart
of this team. The Clippers pride
themselves in hustling for 48 minutes.
"I hate to lose, but I can bear it
a whole lot better if I know we put
everything we had into the game,
and left it all out on the court,"
Sam Cassell said after the
Clippers' game five loss.
This mentality helped propel
the Clippers to their best record
ever in Los Angeles, and their first
playoff appearance since 1997,
which was the second longest
playoff drought in the league.

~

Courtesy of espn.com ,

Elton Branlis worth every penny of his $82!2 million salary.

:
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Sports Camp· '0~~. .~.·
....

June 26-29 and July 24-27.
For more information contact
assistant coach Booker T. Harris at
909-537-3451, press 2 when
Boy's and Girl's 2006 Basketball · prompted.
Camp
Girl's 2006 Volleyball Camp
Three camps will be offered
The- camp will be offered on
for boys and girls ages 7 to 15 in July 31-Aug. 3 in Coussoulis
Coussoulis Arena and the auxiliary Arena. The camp is open to all
gym. The dates are June 19-22; girls entering gtades seven to 12
Courtesy of
Coyote Online

and to graduatjng seniors in the
class of 2006. The cpst is $195 per
camper with a $75 deposit due by
July 30.
The camp is _geared toward
players of any skill level who hope
to maximize their potential and
develop their fundamental skills.
For information, call (909) 537~050.

..

Boys and Girl's 2006 Socc(P:
Camp
•:•:
Cal State San Bernardino wi1~;
host a soccer camp for boys and:
girls on July 9-12 at CSUSB's atfi- ,
letic and physical education corn::
plex.
· '
For information, contact the :
CSUSB soccer office at (909) 880- '
5017.

...

PALO!v1AR JVOUNTAIN CAtv1PING
FRIDAY JUNE 2- SATURDAY JUNE 3
Prices:

$30 Students
$40 Staff
$50 Alumni
$60 Associates

Visit our website http://campusre,c .csusb.edu
or call 537-CAMP for more information.

Cost includes Gear, Transportation. and Food

REGISTER NOW in PE 122

Chronicle/Photograph
Learn from the players and coaches themselves, during this years Coyote Summer Sports Camp.

DllLLII\C Dllalll:ltllln til

lli:lllr.£b£ar.at

OVERPROMISING,

LIFESU·C KING

JUNE 1 0, 2006 9:00a.m.- 8:00p.m.
Prices:

··.

,I

Students: $10
Staff: $15
Alumni: $20
Associate: $25·

Cost includes transportation,
lunch, suntan lotion and fun

ADVER I ISING JOBS!
THINK ADVERTISING SOUNDS
CREATIVE AND FUN?
It's not. You'll sit in a cubicle, and stare.
Stare at the walls. At your computer screen.

..

And esPecially at your meager paycheck.

If you are in need of a reasonable accomodation please call 537-CAMP

GREAT GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR:
- DESPONDENCY
-CYNICISM
- GROWN UP TEARS

OR

·.

Go to Europe this summer and salvage
what's left of your youth.

GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
• Go to raileurope.com
and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office
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The Cal State Community
Counseling Center offers
confidential one-on-one
counseling serving individuals on
campus or the community for
personal or emotion~ problems.
For more infonnation, please
contact the
Community Counseling Center at
(909) 537-5569
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Shea Johnson
Staff Writer

•

.Sign
Lorena Macias
·$taff Writer

The Cal State San Bernardino
baseball team bids farewell to 12
seniors who are ending their colle,giate careers.
The Coyotes are losing many
.
_great players, but the team is left
with a few key returnees. Michael
.Rocco, junior right-handed pitcher
· fr,om Palm Desert, was named
fJTst-team to the all-American
Collegiate Athletic Association.
.Brad Croxton, junior outfielder
·'from Redlands, was named secend-team all-CCAA honors.
, Coach Don Parnell is busy
searching for replacements. He
has signed three players for the
2006-07 season so far. Parnell
said, "Pitching is one area we will
be concentrating on to strengthen
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Miami cornerback/kick return specialist Devin Hester.
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will be Kylf! Walton, a transfer
from Saddleback College. The former Yucaip~ High School all-CIF
Southern Section player is expected to fill an offensive void. Parnell
said, "He is a serious offensive
threat who can play first base. He
will certainly fill an offensive void
for us."
Walton led all state JC players in hitting last year in 2005. He
was awarded first-team all-state
for the Gauchos team. Walton also
hit a .450, he had 63 hits in 34
games and his slugging percentage
was .643. He will be a great asset
to the 'Yotes baseball team.
David Martin, a right-handed
pitcher, is also expected to join the
Coyotes. He is a transfer from
S,ierra Community College in
Northern California and holds a 52 record with a 3.93 earned run
average. Martin figures to be a
· starting pitcher since the Coyotes
say farewell to five members of its
pitching staff.
-. Justin Watson is the third
adllition to the CSUSB baseball
teGm. He comes from Solano
Gdmmunity College and is a soM
infielder. He plays positions like
shortstop and third base and ha~ a
batting average of .377.
. • Coach Parnell is alsd aware
· lhat the Coyotes' ba~ebal1 team
might lose more than just the 12
seniors. Major league scouts are
getting . ready for next month's
·, dJaft and they've been eyeing two
: juruor left-handed pitchers. Kevan
• Kelley and Rylan ijanks are the
two pitchers fro~ t1;1e 'Yates team.
'·
Hanks earne8 second-team
: aH-CCAA honors this season.
Jllnior Patrick Walker also
, : ~mpressed the scouts and could be
- a. factor in the draft.
·
Walker fmished the 2006 sea, ~on with II home runs, 32 RBI
, : ~nd a batting avera,ge of .314 overaU.
Coach Parnell continues to
recruit players for the 2006-07
.
season, which will fill the posi; · · • tidns of the players leaving this
year.
' · The Coyotes closed out the
'season with a 23-22 record, I9-I7
ln the CCAA, good for sixth place.

·
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As two Duke University
lacrosse players await their trial
for allegedly raping and beating a
27-year old woman, a third member of the Duke team was indicted
Monday on charges of first-degree
forcible rape, sexual offense and
kidnapping.
David Evans turned himself in
'to the authorities after ~e news
conference Monda_i', May 15, in
Durham, N.C. He )Vase released
after posting a $400,000 bond.
The indictment came following a hallway confrontation
Monday• at the Durham County
courthouse.
According
to
http:/ /abcnews.com,
District
Attorney Mike Nifong confronted
defense lawyer Kerry Sutton in an
expletive-laden tirade. Nifong
complained about last Friday's
defense team news conference.
"I look forward to watching

·

things unravel in the weeks to
come," said Evans in a news conference,
as
posted
on
www.chron.com. Evans a 23-year
old who just graduated with a
degree in economics, was ·one of
the four team captains.
Evans declared his own innocence, as well as the innocence of
sophomores Reade Siligmann and
Colin Finnerty who were indicted
last month on the same charges.
According
to
www.chron.com, Evans even
helped police find evidence at the
house and gave investigators
access to his email and instant
messenger accounts.
He claims that his offer to take
a lie-detector test was rejected by
authorities and that he later took
one on his own and passed.
"Evans attended the Landon
school, a prep school in suburba':JWashington, where he also played
football and hockey and led the
lacrosse team to a 'three-year
record of 56-2," according to

Going into the 2006 NFL
Draft, most felt that the Chicago
Bears would look to upgrade their
offense. After all, they did finish
the 2005 campaign ranked 29th in
the league in total offense.
Furthermore, with the 26th selection in the first roiJnd, the Bears
would have a legitimate shot at
one of many coveted tight ends,
including UCLA's Marcedes
Lewis and Georgia's Leonard
Pope. However, deciding to go
against the grain, the Bears traded
away their first-round pick, and
then proceeded to select defensive
players with their first five picks.
The Bears were a Cinderella
story in 2005. Led by a stingy
defense that allowed the fewest
points in the league, the Bears finished 11-5 and won the NFC North
division title for the second time in
15 years.
With all 11 defensive starters
under contract through at least the
2006 season, and quality depth at
almost every position, the Bears'
choice to draft defense early and
often stifled many.
After trading their first-round
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pick to the Buffalo Bills for the Williams and Alabama defensive
Bills second and third round picks, end Mark Anderson in that order.
the Bears selected safety Danieal The Bears completely ignored the
Manning from Abilene Christian offensive side of the ball until they
with the 42nd overall pick. The s~lected Oklahoma fullback J.D.
Bears then chose Miami corner- ~Runnels, and Penn State guard
back/kick return specialist Devin Tyler Reed with the !95th and
Hester with the 57th overall pick. 200th overall picks in the sixth
Both players exhibit terrific ath- round
The success of Chicago's draft
leticism, speed and agility, but
will be contingent on Manning and
remain extremely raw.
" [Manning's] had a lot of Hes_ter finding a position that they
returns and he's got very, very can excel at, and the Bear's offense
good numbers both as a_punt and coming together around their
kickoff guy," said Bears General newly healthy, fourth-year quarterManager, Jerry Angelo. "For me back Rex Grossman.
Like Manning and Hester,
personally, that's very impressive." ·
I
Grossman shows tremendous
Angelo's philosophy of draft- upside but has yet to prove himself
·
ing tw!Y'players in the secondal')( consistently.
With field position an
might stem from the loss of veteran cornerback Jerry Azumah to extremely important aspect of any
retirement. Azumab, citing neck game, the Bears have two players
and back pains, called it quits last in Manning and Hester who are
month after seven solid seasons capable of scoring every time they
touch the ball.
with the Bears.
The possibility for great field
The Bears later signed free
agent cornerback Ricky Manning position on every possession greatJr. ·from the Carolina Panthers to ly enhances, an ailing offense's
compensate for the loss, but obvi- chance for success.
If the Bears offense can get on
ously felt they needed more.
With their next three picks, track, and the defense can return to
the Bears selected Oklahoma its elite form of 2005, the Bears
defensive tackle Dusty Dvoracek, will be a very dangerous team to
Arizona State linebacker Jamar contend with in 2006.

·

www.chron.com.
Joe Cheshire, who is Evans'
attorney, claims there was no evidence to show where Evans was at
every moment of the evening the
rape allegedly occurred.
"It not only did 'not happen, it
could not have happened," claimed
Cheshire.
There is still no DNA evidence that links to any Duke
lacrosse players; however, there is
DNA evidence that links to one
single male but someone not from
the lacrosse team, according to
Cheshire.
Evidence shows that the
accuser did have sex with a male
that night and his name appears on
the report, • as indicated by
Cheshire.
According
to
www.chron.com, DNA tests taken
frop1 a fake fmgernail of the accuser show genetic material from a
number of people. DNA tests also
show that Evans cannot be eliminated.
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David Evans turned himself into the authorities Mo~day, May 15. ·

Off-Season advantage
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Sr. Lauren Williams had a team-leading six goals scored in '05.

The CSUSB women's soccer
team is recharging their minds,
bodies and competitiveness during
the off-season so they can come
into the fall with an advantage
over the other teams.
The women's team is being
rUn. in the off-season very similar-.
ly to the way the men's program
is. Player leadership is an important facet to the team's off-season
workouts, according to coach
Noah Kooiman.
Kooiman highlighted a couple
of injuries that the team had last
year and said that they kept them
from playing at their best. The
team also had players that red-

sbirted. Kooiman believes that
these returning players will make
the team stronger.
"We surprise a lot of teams
when we hit the field", Kooiman
said.
The women's team will be
participating in fundraising for
their program in the off-season.
They will do a series of events
with the men's team.
One of those events is a car
wash that will, hopefully, raise a
good portion of "the $15,000 $17,000 Kooiman thinks the program needs. Another fundraiser
includes each player sending out
letters to three people asking for
donations.
The women's team will be
running a soccer camp on August
7. The purpose of the camp ;-vill be

for the players to exemplify the
skills that they have to young kids
who want to better themselves at
the sport.
Kooiman said it is impo·rtant
for the team to get stuff done off
the field. He wants to make sure
the walk-ons and recruits keep up
with their grades and follow the
state requirements, what he called
"checks and balances".
One of the key players returning for her senior year is Lauren
Williams. She was the teams leading scorer with 16 points and a
team-leading six goals. Williams
also was named to the a11-CCAA
second team.
Kooiman believes that the
team can be quite competitive next
year. He thinks that the team
should be at least a .500 team.

